UNIT 7
Revising parallel ascenders and descenders: pp, ff

Name ____________________________________________ Date __________________________

Practise the joins.  

\[ \text{pp} \quad \text{ff} \]

Rewrite these words in alphabetical order.  

practise here | fast and fluent

\begin{tabular}{l}
suffer \\
buffet \\
pepper \\
supper \\
cliff \\
wrapper \\
traffic \\
\end{tabular}

UNIT 8
Revising joins to an anticlockwise letter: cc, dd

Name ____________________________________________ Date __________________________

Practise the joins.  

\[ \text{cc} \quad \text{dd} \]

Match the definitions to the words.

\begin{tabular}{l}
a kind of snake \\
frothy coffee \\
covered in dirt \\
a way of speaking \\
a pool of water \\
to happen \\
\end{tabular}

\begin{tabular}{l}
occur \\
muddy \\
cappuccino \\
puddle \\
adder \\
accent \\
\end{tabular}